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Overview

EFFICIENT, PRACTICAL AND EFFECTIVE

At some point, nearly every business is faced with having to pursue or defend itself against some

form of litigation. When you find yourself in that unfortunate – and often stressful – situation, you

need a team of lawyers that has the conviction and track record to resolve the matter quickly and

effectively. Brown McGarry Nimeroff LLC is that team.

FROM THE NEGOTIATION TABLE TO THE COURTROOM

Litigation can be time-consuming and expensive, so whenever feasible, we try to achieve an early

resolution to your dispute through mediation, arbitration or settlement. However, when litigation

cannot be avoided, we will try your case in court.  Unlike many firms, we are not simply litigators, we

are trial lawyers with a strong record of success throughout Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.

We have litigated and won against the largest law firms in the tri-state area and beyond.

We have decades of big-firm experience litigating a broad range of commercial business disputes.

Whether it is a routine breach of contract matter or a high-profile complex litigation matter, we have

the skills necessary to handle your case. Our experience includes:

Ownership and succession problems in closely-held corporations, partnerships, and limited liability

entities

•

Corporate control issues between shareholders, managers, and directors•

Disputes over the terms of business purchase agreements•

Actions pursuant to Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code•

Employment or restrictive covenant litigation•

Trade secrets and intellectual property litigation•

Secured financing disputes, including those involving personal guaranties or pledges•

Confession of judgment litigation•

Problems related to commercial leases, real estate development, or construction•

Litigation involving licensing or distribution agreements•

Commercial Litigation
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Other business torts or breach of contract claim•
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